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Context: Modern software systems often are distributed, run on virtualized platforms, implement complex tasks and operate on dynamically changing and unpredictable environments. Such systems need to
be dynamically reconﬁgured or evolve in order to continue to meet their functional and non-functional
requirements, as load and computation need to change. Such reconﬁguration and/or evolution actions
may cause other requirements to fail.
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Objective: Given models that describe with a degree of conﬁdence the requirements that should hold in
a running software system, along with their inter-dependencies, our objective is to propose a framework
that can process these models and estimate the degree requirements hold as the system is dynamically
altered or adapted.
Method: We present an approach where requirements and their inter-dependencies are modeled using
conditional goal models with weighted contributions. These models can be translated into fuzzy rules,
and fuzzy reasoners can determine whether and to what degree, a requirement may be affected by a
system change, or by actions related of other requirements.
Results: The proposed framework is evaluated for its performance and stability on goal models of varying size and complexity. The experimental results indicate that the approach is tractable even for large
models and allows for dealing with models where contribution links are of varying importance or weight.
Conclusion: The use of conditional weighted goal models combined with fuzzy reasoners allowed for the
tractable run-time evaluation of the degree by which system requirements are believed to hold, when
such systems are dynamically altered or adapted. The approach aims to shed light towards the development of run-time requirements veriﬁcation and validation techniques for adaptive systems or systems
that undergo continuous, or frequent evolution.
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Over the past few years we experienced a signiﬁcant growth
on the deployment of highly interconnected systems operating in
a number of domains such as banking, commerce, and government to name a few. These systems encompass complex requirements yielding thus large and complex models [1]. In addition to
the complex requirements these systems entail, advances in virtualization technology make also possible the continuous evolution,
dynamic provision, and dynamic adaptation of system resources,
in a quest for these systems to constantly meet their numerous, and possibly diverse, functional and non-functional requirements. The problem has been recognized in the related research
∗
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literature as an important one [2,3], both from the requirements
veriﬁcation perspective and, from the policy compliance perspective. Hence, it is important to develop techniques, and tools for
assessing at run time whether changes in the system structure,
and, operating environment violate requirements set forth by its
stakeholders.
To date, the software engineering community has responded by
investigating models, and frameworks allowing for the speciﬁcation, analysis, and evaluation of system requirements. In this respect, research efforts have focused so far on the off-line static
analysis and reasoning in such models for the purpose of evaluating the completeness, and validity of system requirements
against stakeholder goals [4,5]. However, as business processes become more complex requiring highly inter-connected and interdependent services (e.g. Systems-of-Systems), issues related to the
run-time veriﬁcation of global system properties have emerged as
very timely, important and challenging [6–8]. Work in the area
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of adaptive systems is attempting to address some of these issues, and research efforts aiming to model and analyze the runtime behavior of such systems have started emerging in the related literature [9,10]. However, there is still limited work on dealing with large requirements models, especially when the dependencies and impact of one design decision or system requirement
cannot be fully and deterministically modeled due to the high
complexity of structural and behavioral inter-dependencies present
in such complex systems. It is therefore important to investigate
analysis techniques that are tractable so that can be applied at
run-time, and allow for reasoning on large requirements models, especially in the presence of incomplete knowledge related
to the impact changes in one system or component may have on
the behavior and requirements of other interconnected systems or
components.
For this paper, we adopt a goal-driven view of this run-time
veriﬁcation problem aiming to assess whether a system that operates in a speciﬁc context is compliant to a set of requirements.
This issue entails a number of challenges that have to be considered and addressed. First, an appropriate modeling notation for denoting goals that should hold in the running system under various
contexts must be used. Such a modeling notation should be expressive enough to capture dependencies that exist between goals,
allow for the deﬁnition of multiple variations of the model under different contexts, and allow for modeling the way design decisions and system properties affect these goals. Such a notation
must also have well deﬁned semantics so as to enable the use of
tools and algorithms that can automate the processing of the models. Second, as dependencies in a complex system may not be fully
known, or properly recorded, a fuzzy approach should be used for
specifying such dependencies within an acceptable degree of ambiguity. Third, a reasoning framework is required to evaluate at
run-time how and to what degree system changes affect the requirements taking into account events collected from the running
system.
In a nutshell, the proposed framework allows for a) system
goals and their variations under multiple contexts, hereinafter referred to as views, to be modeled as conditional goal trees [11],
whose nodes hold with a degree of truth; b) dependencies between goals to be modeled as weighted contributions [12,13],
where weights are interpreted as the degree by which a stakeholder’s belief for the target node satisfaction/dissatisfaction is increased given the satisfaction status of the source node; c) transformations to be utilized in order to map conditional goal trees to
weighted fuzzy rules [14] and; d) fuzzy reasoning to be applied in
order to tractably verify whether, and to what degree, speciﬁc system goals hold at run-time.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formally deﬁnes the requirements-based view of the veriﬁcation problem.
Section 3 summarizes key concepts in the areas of Goal Models and weighted fuzzy rules. Section 4 brieﬂy describes the details of our approach, and Section 5 presents a running example used throughout the paper. Section 6 introduces the semantics of the notation utilized to model system goals and views, and
Section 7 describes the transformation of goal models to rules that
can be used by the proposed inference engine. Subsequently, a
lab experiment is presented in Section 8, and the performance
of the proposed framework is evaluated against randomly generated models of varying size and complexity in Section 9. Finally,
Section 10 presents related work and Section 11 concludes the paper.
2. Formal deﬁnition of the problem
Run-time veriﬁcation is the process of evaluating, while the
system operates, whether it meets certain expected behavior and

goals [15,16]. In this paper we adopt a requirements-based view
of the run-time veriﬁcation problem that we refer to as the ReqRV
problem. To formally deﬁne it, we use as a starting point the seminal study by Zave and Jackson on software requirements [17].
According to this study, given a set of requirements R, and a
set of domain assumptions D, the requirements satisfaction problem aims to determine the speciﬁcations S that can ensure the fulﬁlment of requirements R. The above can be summarized by the
following equation as originally presented in [17]:

D∪SR

(1)

In a similar manner as in [18], Eq. (1) can be adapted to the
ReqRV problem, where now the problem can be formulated as follows. Given a set of domain assumptions D, and the description
of the system in terms of a set S of observable characteristics of
the system (e.g. logged events), deduce the values of the requirements in R (i.e. get the values that are logically implied by D and
S for R), hereinafter referred to as system goals. However, in a software system, goals that hold at run-time and the dependencies
that exist between these goals, may vary depending on the context C the system operates in, hence the problem can be formally
deﬁned as:

D(C ) ∪ S | R(C )

(2)

where D(C) are the rules that describe the knowledge related to
those goals in context C, S is the values of the observable characteristics that reﬂect the state of the running system, and R(C) the
satisfaction values (i.e. true if goal is satisﬁed, false otherwise) for
all system goals in context C. Note that in Eq. (2) S does not depend on context C, as we consider that the observable characteristics collected via the monitoring infrastructure of the system do
not depend on context changes, and the same data are collected
no matter what the context is. Subsequently, having deduced the
values for all system goals from Eq. (2), we can check whether they
are satisﬁed, i.e. their value in R(C) is true.
However, in our analysis, we consider a fuzzy approach towards
system goals’ satisfaction, i.e. a system goal is not either satisﬁed
(true) or denied (false), but rather it may be satisﬁed to a certain
degree in the interval [0,1] expressed as a percentage, e.g. a goal
may be 80% satisﬁed. Additionally, rules in D(C) are annotated with
a weight in the interval (0,1] which denote the subjective degree
of belief a domain expert has in a rule. In this context, by applying
Eq. (2), we get for each system goal in R(C), a truth value in the interval [0,1] denoting its satisfaction degree in the running system.
We can now check whether the system complies with the predeﬁned set of requirements, by checking whether either the inferred
degrees are greater that an speciﬁc threshold or if the satisfaction
degrees are within an interval of acceptable values.
3. Background
3.1. AND/OR goal trees
AND/OR goal trees are a modeling formalism extensively utilized in requirements engineering, where its basic concept is the
top-down AND/OR decomposition of goals into sub-goals. An ANDdecomposed goal can be satisﬁed if all of its sub-goals are true,
while an OR-decomposed goal is fulﬁlled if at least one of its subgoals holds.
Additionally, two goals may be connected by a contribution
link. More speciﬁcally, a goal may potentially contribute to other
goals in four ways, namely, SP , SN , DP and DN . In this paper we
adopt the semantics stated in [19] for those four contribution
types, and annotate each contribution from a source node gs to
a target node gt with a number called weight (w) like in [12,13],
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Fig. 1. Examples of wf-rules.

interpreted as follows:

SP /DP :
SN /DN :

a stakeholder’s belief for gt satisfaction/denial is
increased by w if gs is satisﬁed/denied
(3)
a stakeholder’s belief for gt denial/satisfaction is
increased by w if gs is satisﬁed/denied

Finally, goals can be classiﬁed into hard goals and soft goals [20].
Hard goals denote goals for which there are clear cut criteria to
deﬁne their truth value, while soft goals are goals that are satisﬁed when there is suﬃcient positive and little negative evidence
for their satisfaction. We adopt here the terminology introduced in
[21], where hard goals referred to as crisp goals and soft goals as
fuzzy goals. In the rest of this paper, when we refer to goals we
mean both crisp and fuzzy ones, unless otherwise stated.
Fig. 2. Reasoning example.

3.2. Weighted fuzzy rules
Fuzzy logic is a many-valued logic in which variables can hold
with a degree of truth in the range of [0, 1], as opposed to boolean
logic where a variable can be either 0 (false) or 1 (true). Building
on fuzzy logic theory, Chortaras et al. [14] proposed a rule base
language that can be used to carry out inferences on imprecise or
fuzzy knowledge bases.
In this context, a fuzzy knowledge base is deﬁned as a set of
weighted fuzzy rules (wf-rules). Two examples of wf-rules that could
be used to reason for the degree of happiness of a person p are
listed in Fig. 1. Each wf-rule is composed of fuzzy atoms, i.e. predicates like IsHappy that reﬂect properties for individuals, and consists of:
a) the antecedent given as a fuzzy conjunction of weighted fuzzy
atoms, where the weight of each fuzzy atom models its relative
signiﬁcance among other fuzzy atoms in the antecedent;
b) the consequent fuzzy atom, e.g. IsHappy in both rules; and
c) a weight in the range of [0, 1] that denotes the relative importance of the rule among other rules with the same consequent.
Additionally, as described in [14, p. 97] we can explicitly assign
a degree of truth to fuzzy atoms as:

0.4 : IsRich(John ) ← (1.0; t ),
where 0.4 is the truth value of the IsRich fuzzy atom for John and t
is a pre-deﬁned fuzzy atom used to denote the absolute truth. We
refer to this type of rules as fuzzy facts.
Given a set of wf-rules and a set of fuzzy facts, the reasoner introduced in [14] deducts the truth values for all consequent fuzzy
atoms. This is performed by using an appropriate s-norm (i.e. fuzzy
OR operator) to combine rules with the same consequent, and a
weighted t-norm (i.e. weighted fuzzy AND operator) to combine
the weighted fuzzy atoms appear in the antecedent of a wf-rule.
In this paper, we apply reasoning utilizing the probabilistic sum
s-norm deﬁned as:

⊥sum (a, b) = a + b − a · b

(4)

Fig. 3. Two non-self-intersecting closed polygons.

and the generalized weighted fuzzy conjunction operator deﬁned
in [14] :





prod
w1 ,···wn

= max 0, w̄ − 1 +

n




i
aw
i

(5)

i=1

where ai are the truth values of the fuzzy atoms in the antecedent,
wi are the corresponding weights, and w̄ = maxi=1,···n (wi ). The
way the above operators are used to extract the truth value of
IsHappy(John) for a given set of fuzzy facts is depicted in Fig. 2. Finally, when all the weights are equal to 1, the operator of Eq. (5) is
the classical product t-norm deﬁned as:
prod

(a, b) = a · b

(6)

3.3. Polygon area centroid calculation
We outline here the calculation of the “center of gravity” (or
centroid) x-coordinate [22] for areas that can be divided into a ﬁnite number of non-self-intersecting closed polygons, like the area
depicted in Fig. 3. Centroid x-coordinate calculation is part of the
defuzziﬁcation process that is described in Section 7.4, however
we summarize the required calculation steps for clarity and background purposes.
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Fig. 4. Outline of the proposed process for the ReqRV problem.

Given a polygon P with m vertices, we number the vertices
in counterclockwise order of their occurrence along the polygon’s
perimeter, e.g. vertices A0 to A5 of P2 polygon in Fig. 3. Subsequently, we use the sequence (x0 , y0 ), . . . , (xm−1 , ym−1 ) of the m
vertices to calculate the area of P as follows:

E (P ) =

m−1
1
(xk yk+1 − xk+1 yk )
2

(7)

k=0

with (xm , ym ) = (x0 , y0 ), as P is a closed polygon (i.e. last and ﬁrst
vertices coincide).
The centroid x-coordinate for polygon P can then be calculated
using the formula:

Cx (P ) =

m−1
1 
(xk + xk+1 )(xk yk+1 − xk+1 yk )
6E ( P )

(8)

k=0

Finally, the combined centroid x-coordinate of an area consisting of n non-self-intersecting closed polygons P1 , . . . , Pn , is given
by the formula:
n


Cx =

i=1

Cx (Pi ) · E (Pi )
n

i=1

(9)

E (Pi )

where E(Pi ) and Cx (Pi ) are calculated using Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively.
4. Process outline
We address the ReqRV problem by introducing a framework
which is based on the principles of fuzzy controllers. A fuzzy controller is composed of four elements [23]: FC-a) a rule-base, i.e.
rules describing the experts’ knowledge of the domain; FC-b) a
fuzziﬁcation process for the transformation of the input in a processable form; FC-c) an inference mechanism which combines the
rule-base with the input to deduce membership degrees for a set
of output variables; and FC-d) a defuzziﬁcation process which converts the inference outcome (i.e. the membership degrees) for each
output variable into a quantiﬁable result by combining the membership degrees.

The main components of the framework are classiﬁed to
Design-time and Run-time components according to the phase being utilized, and are depicted in Fig. 4 along with the mappings
that exist between the sets of Eq. (2), and the aforementioned four
elements of fuzzy controllers.
Design-time components : initially, stakeholders deﬁne the set of
required goals for the system, along with the dependencies that
exist between them. This is achieved by using an appropriate visual notation, whose semantics are described in Section 6.
The resulting ﬁnal model (“System Expected Behavior Model”)
is then transformed in a set of conditional wf-rules through an
appropriate transformation process, i.e. “SEB to wf-rules Transformation” component in Fig. 4, described in Section 7.1. The generated conditional wf-rules correspond to set D(C) of Eq. (2), and
are called conditional as each rule is accompanied by a CNF formula which determines whether the rule should be used during
the reasoning process. Also, we extract the full set of system goals
for which the framework should calculate the satisfaction degrees
under various contexts. This set of system goals corresponds to set
R(C) of Eq. (2). Each goal in the set is accompanied by a condition
which deﬁnes whether the goal should be checked in the given
context or not.
Run-time components: at run-time, the system is monitored and
periodically data that reﬂect the state of the running system (“System Observable Characteristics”), and the context in which the system operates (“Active Context”) are collected. The extraction and
collection of these values can be performed by utilizing a log analysis technique like the ones presented in [24,25] and is beyond the
scope of this paper.
Additionally, either periodically or when a certain percentage
of the data that reﬂect the active context changes, two processes
are triggered in order to perform context related updates (“Trigger Context Related Updates”). The ﬁrst process (“Rule Base Determination”) evaluates the CNF formulas, and deﬁnes the subset
of wf-rules that should be utilized during the reasoning process
(“Context Speciﬁc Rule-base”). This process requires linear time in
the total number of CNF formulas, and the produced subset of wfrules constitutes the rule-base for the ReqRV reasoner. The second
process (“System Goals Determination”) deﬁnes the set of system
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Fig. 5. The running example.

goals that should be checked in the given active context, and hence
the goals for which the reasoner should calculate their values. This
process also requires linear time in the total number of conditional
goals in the initial model.
Finally, at regular time intervals the reasoning process is triggered (“Trigger Reasoning for timestamp ti ”), allowing thus the end
user to continuously assess system’s compliance against the expected behavior. Initially, the “System Observable Characteristics”
i.e. set S of Eq. (2), are transformed to fuzzy facts through an appropriate “Fuzziﬁcation” process. The fuzzy facts and the rule-base
constitute the knowledge base that subsequently is used by the
“ReqRV Inference Engine” to deduce membership degrees for all
system goals. A proper defuzziﬁcation process (“Results Defuzziﬁcation”) can then be utilized to calculate for each timestamp ti , and
for each system goal in R(CA ) its satisfaction degree.

these goals are crisp and can be decomposed into simpler subgoals.
Additionally, the goal model in Fig. 5 contains the three conditional goals “Check Data Owner Permission”, “Check User Authorization” and “Ensure Data Access Security” that are associated
with conditions u1 , u2 and u3 respectively. u1 corresponds to a security policy that enforces a schema where data owners should
give their permission for other users to access the data. This policy should apply for example to a medical records system, where
patients should be able to restrict access to speciﬁc details of their
medical record, and could formally deﬁned using an OCL2.0 derivation rule [29] of the form:

5. Running example

Furthermore, condition u2 speciﬁes whether the system permits
certain actions to speciﬁc users (u2 is true) or all system users have
the same rights in the system (u2 is false). Conditions attached
to goal model elements can be used to differentiate the analysis.
For example, “Ensure Data Access Security” crisp goal exists in the
model depending on the truth value of u3 , and is decomposed to a
different set of sub-goals depending on the truth values of u1 and
u2 (e.g. set {C2, C3, C4, C5} if both conditions are true and set {C2,
C3} if both conditions are false).
Moreover, contribution links are used to depict dependencies
that exist between goals. For example, the fact that users can connect to the system through a wireless connection, i.e. “Allow Wireless Connection” is true, contributes positively to fuzzy goal “Ease
Connection” with a degree equal to 0.8. In the following sections
we are going to refer to the nodes of the model using the codes
assigned to each one of them. e.g. A2 corresponds to “Connection
Reliability” node.

To better illustrate the proposed process for the ReqRV problem,
we employ a running example which is partially based on examples used in [26–28]. The example is illustrated in Fig. 5, and describes a fraction of system goals of a simpliﬁed, yet realistic, data
records management software.
For this example, we consider the goals stemming from two
stakeholders, namely “Data Consumer” and “System Admin”. The
former may correspond to an assistant trying to retrieve patients’ records and personal data from a patient management system, who requests high quality of service. This is captured by
the fuzzy goal “Maximize Service Quality”, which is further ANDdecomposed to the fuzzy sub-goals “Connection Reliability”, “Ease
Connection” and “Low Response Time”.
Similarly, the “System Admin” stakeholder aims to “Ensure Data
Access Security” and to “Guarantee User Accessibility”. Both of

context ContextHelper::u1Holds()
derive:security.dataPermRequired() = true
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Table 1
Constraints for gm-rules.
Rule type

AND, OR

SP , DP , SN , DN

Constraints
(1a) w = 1
(1b) if gt is fuzzy/crisp then all nodes in Gs
must be fuzzy/crisp
(2a) |Gs | = 1
(2b) if gt is crisp then the source node must
be crisp and w = 1

that can be linked to either goals or rm-rules, and Cond : G ∪ D →
Pow(U ∪ { } ), is a function that returns the set of conditions that
are linked to each goal or gm-rule of the SEB.
More speciﬁcally, we deﬁne function Cond(a) for a goal or gmrule a, to return the conditions U a ⊆ U ∪ { } for which a exists in
the model, i.e U a = Cond(a ). Hence, a exists in the model only if
at least one of the conditions in Ua is true. We also extend the
Cond function for sets of model elements as follows; given a set
n

A = {a1 , · · · an } of goals or gm-rules Cond (A ) =
Cond (ai ).
i=1

Finally, note that while in the example of Fig. 5 the two stakeholders have disjoint sets of goals, there is no restriction to the
goals stakeholders can deﬁne. Contrariwise, different stakeholders
can deﬁne similar goals with different decompositions, applying
thus an analysis that better ﬁts their needs.
6. Modeling stakeholder goals and views
To model the expected behavior of a system (i.e. system goals)
under various contexts we utilize conditional goal models (an example is depicted in Fig. 5). What follows is a formal deﬁnition of
these models in order to ease the formulation of their transformation to wf-rules. More speciﬁcally:
Deﬁnition 1. A Goal Model Rule (gm-rule) is a tuple of the form
Rt , gt , Gs , w , where Rt ∈ {AND, OR, SP , DP , SN , DN } is the type of
the rule, gt is the target goal of the rule, Gs is a non-empty set of
source goals (crisp or fuzzy ones) that does not contain gt , and w
∈ (0, 1] is the weight of the rule.
For example the AND-decomposition of fuzzy goal A1 to nodes
A2 , A3 , and A4 in Fig. 5 can be formally written as:

rA1 = AND, A1, {A2, A3, A4}, 1.0
Depending on the type of a gm-rule, the constraints summarized in Table 1 apply, and ensure that:
(1a) decomposition rules always have weight equal to 1,
(1b) goals can only be decomposed to goals of the same type,
(2a) contribution rules have only one source node denoted as gs ,
and
(2b) only crisp nodes can contribute to crisp nodes and for those
contribution rules the weight is always equal to 1.
Regarding constraint (1b), while allowing fuzzy goals to be decomposed to crisp ones will not differentiate the analysis as this
is described hereinafter, we consider that it is more “natural” to
model dependencies between fuzzy and crisp goals using decomposition rules.
Goals and gm-rules may be conditional. To support conditional
elements, we deﬁne the set U of all possible conditions that can
be linked to rules or goals of the model, where each condition is
a variable that can be either true or false and can add elements to
or remove elements from the model. For example, for the model
in Fig. 5 set U is deﬁned as U = {u1 , u2 , u3 }, with condition’s u1
truth value determining the existence or absence of node C5 to the
model. In contrast, elements that are always part of the model (e.g.
node A1) are called unconditional, and are linked to the pre-deﬁned
condition
which is always true.
Taking the above into consideration we formulate the following
deﬁnition for a conditional goal model that describes the expected
behavior of the running system under various contexts:
Deﬁnition 2. A System Expected Behavior (SEB) model is a tuple
of the form G, D, U, Cond , where G is a non-empty set of goals
(crisp or fuzzy ones), D is the set of gm-rules that describe the
relations that exist between goals in G, U is a set of conditions

For example, the SEB depicted in 5, can be formally deﬁned as
G, D, U, Cond , where:

G = {A1, · · · , A6, B1, B2, B3, C1, · · · , C5} , U = {u1 , u2 , u3 }

⎧
rA1 = AND, A1, {A2, A3, A4}, 1 ,
⎪
⎪
⎪rA4 = OR, A4, {A5, A6}, 1 ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨rB1 = OR, B1, {B2, B3}, 1 ,
D = rC1 = AND, C1, {C2, C3, C4, C5}, 1 ,
⎪
⎪
r = SN , A4, {C5}, 0.7 , r = DN , A4, {C5}, 0.7 ,
⎪
⎪r1 = SP , A3, {B2}, 0.8 , r 2 = DP , A3, {B2}, 0.8 ,
⎪
⎪
4
⎩3
r 5 = S P , A2 , {B3 }, 1 .0
⎧
⎪
⎨{u1 } , if a = C5
{u2 } , if a = C4
CondSA (a ) =
⎪
⎩{u3 } , if a = C1
{ },
otherwise
By assigning truth values to the condition variables in U, we produce multiple views for the same SEB, where each view contains
a different set of goals and gm-rules. Hence, by deﬁning a set
C A ⊆ U ∪ { } which contains only the conditions that are true,
hereinafter referred to as active context, we can produce a speciﬁc view of an SEB. By deﬁnition, the active context contains at
least the variable , as it represents a condition that is always true.
Given an active context CA and an SEB m = G, D, U, Cond , we say
that we produce the view of m restricted to CA , denoted as m C A
which is a goal model that contains:
1. All nodes g ∈ G for which Cond(g) ∩ CA = ∅, and
2. All rules r = Rt , gt , Gs , w ∈ D for which:
(a) Cond(r) ∩ CA = ∅, and
(b) Cond(gt ) ∩ CA = ∅, and
(c) Cond(Gs ) ∩ CA = ∅
So, m C A is a model that contains all goals related to the conditions that hold (i.e. the active context), and additionally the gmrules related to conditions that hold (2a in the above list) and for
which the target node (2b) and at least one source node (2c) exist
in the model.
For example, for the model depicted in Fig. 5, the view for the
active context {u2 , } will be a model that will not contain the
conditional goal C5, as:

C ond (C 5 ) ∩ {u2 ,

} = {u1 } ∩ {u2 , } = ∅

Furthermore, it will not contain the SN and DN contribution
links stemming from C5, as their source node, i.e. node C5, will
not appear in the model.
7. Reasoning on system goals
SEB models presented above provide the theoretical foundation
for the ReqRV problem, and enable system goals to be expressed
under various contexts. However, for reasoning to take place, the
following actions must be performed (also see Section 4) :
1. conditional wf-rules generation,
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Fig. 6. Addition of pseudonodes and contribution links.

2. rule-base determination and fuzziﬁcation of system observable
characteristics’ values extracted via monitoring techniques,
3. inference, i.e reasoning for all system goals using an appropriate
inference mechanism,
4. defuzziﬁcation of the calculated values to extract the satisfaction
degrees for all system goals.

Algorithm 1 Conditional wf-rules generation
Input : G : goals, D : gm-rules
Output : CondRB : cond. wf-rules
1:
2:

The ﬁrst of these steps can be completed at design time, while
the rest of them are steps executed at regular intervals as the system operates as this is described in Section 4. In the rest of this
section we describe in detail the aforementioned four actions.

3:

7.1. Conditional weighted fuzzy rules generation

8:

4:
5:
6:
7:

To generate the required wf-rules, we must ﬁrst deﬁne the set
of fuzzy atoms that will be used in the rules. More speciﬁcally, we
utilize two fuzzy atoms, namely LowSat(g) and HighSat(g), which
are fuzzy predicates that correspond to whether goal g is “poorly”
or “highly satisﬁed” expressed by a truth value in the interval [0,
1]. Details about these two predicates are given in Section 7.2.
Given a SEB model in the form G, D, U, Cond , we use sets G
and D to generate a list of conditional wf-rules, a process that
completes in two phases. During the ﬁrst phase (“gm-rules preprocessing” phase) a number of pseudo-nodes are added to the
model where necessary. Subsequently, during the second phase
(“conditional wf-rules generation” phase), the model of the previous phase is processed in order to generate the ﬁnal set of conditional wf-rules.
Phase 1 [gm-rules preprocessing]. The ﬁrst phase aims at substituting goal nodes that participate as child nodes to both AND and
OR decomposition rules (like g in Fig. 6) with an OR-psudonode
(gor ) and an AND-pseudonode (gand ). The necessity of these substitutions will be justiﬁed in the second phase of the algorithm.
Having replaced g with gor and gand we have to ensure that the
same rules that were used to deduct the truth value of g, will now
be used to deduct the truth value of the newly added pseudonodes. To ensure that, we add 4 contribution links which practically
assign the truth value of g, as this has been calculated from the existing rules, to its pseudonodes. More speciﬁcally, the two SP contributions ensure gor and gand satisfaction when g is satisﬁed, while
the two DP contributions, ensure gor and gand denial when g is denied (see Eq. (3)). To sum up, through this phase an initial SEB
model m with a set D of gm-rules, and a set G of nodes, is transformed to a SEB model m with a set D that contains all rules in
R plus the additional contributions, and a set G that contains all
nodes in G plus the pseudonodes. Note that the produced model
m is only intended to be used for the generation of the wf-rules
in the second phase, and not to replace the initial model.
Phase 2 [conditional wf-rules generation]. The model m produced
in the previous phase can now be used to generate the required
set of wf-rules as this is described in Algorithm 1. As some of the
goals and gm-rules are conditional, we should extract a boolean
formula that determines whether this gm-rule should be present
in the model, and hence, whether the wf-rules generated from this
gm-rule should be used in the analysis given an active context CA .

9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

for all gm_ r = Rt , gt , Gs , w ∈ D do
f ← CNF(Cond(gm_ r), Cond(gt ), Cond(Gs ) )
WF ← produceWFRules(gm_ r )
for all w fr ∈ WF do
add  f, w fr in CondRB
end for
end for
for all g ∈ G do
if Cond (g) − { } = ∅ then
if isAndChild(g) then
f ← ¬CNF(Cond (g))
add  f, 1.0 : HighSat(g) ← (1.0; t ) in CondRB
add  f, 0.0 : LowSat(g) ← (1.0; t ) in CondRB
end if
if isOrChild(g) then
f ← ¬CNF(Cond (g))
add  f, 0.0 : HighSat(g) ← (1.0; t ) in CondRB
add  f, 1.0 : LowSat(g) ← (1.0; t ) in CondRB
end if
end if
end for
return CondRB

For every gm-rule gm_ r = Rt , gt , Gs , w in the set returned
from the ﬁrst phase (line 1) we create a CNF expression (line 2)
deﬁned as:

CNF(Cond(gm_r ), Cond(gt ), Cond(Gs ))

(10)

which corresponds to a conjunction of 3 clauses, one for each set
of conditions, where each clause is a disjunction of the condition
variables in the corresponding set (i.e. condition variables separated by ORs). This expression describes the fact that for a gmrule to exist at least one source node and the target node should
be present in the model, and the rule itself should be related to a
condition that belongs to the active context. For example for the
AND-decomposed goal C1 in Fig. 5, Eq. (10) takes the form:

CNF({

}, {u3 }, {u1 , u2 , } ) =

∧ u3 ∧ ( u1 ∨ u2 ∨

) = u3

which means that when u3 is false, the AND-decomposition rule
will not be part of the model.
Subsequently, a set of wf-rules is generated for every gmrule in the model (line 3), using the transformation rules summarized in Table 2 (see Section 7.2 for details on LowSat
and HighSat). For example, for the AND-decomposition rC1 =
AND, C1, {C2, C3, C4, C5}, 1 , of the example in Fig. 5, the
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Table 2
gm-rules to wf-rules transformation.
gm-rule

Interpretation

wf-rules

AND, g, {g1 , gn }, 1

g is satisﬁed if all g1  gn are satisﬁed

OR, g, {g1 , gn }, 1

g is satisﬁed if at least on of g1  gn is satisﬁed

SP , gt , {gs }, w
SN , gt , {gs }, w
DN , gt , {gs }, w
DP , gt , {gs }, w

gs
gs
gs
gs

1.0 : HighSat(g) ←
(1.0; HighSat(g1 ) )∧˜ · · · ∧˜ (1.0; HighSat(gn ) )
1.0: LowSat(g) ← (1.0; LowSat(g1 ))
.
.
.
1.0: LowSat(g) ← (1.0; LowSat(gn ))
˜ ···∧
˜ (1.0; LowSat(gn ) )
1.0 : LowSat(g) ← (1.0; LowSat(g1 ) )∧
1.0: HighSat(g) ← (1.0; HighSat(g1 ))
.
.
.
1.0: HighSat(g) ← (1.0; HighSat(gn ))
1.0: HighSat(gt ) ← (w; HighSat(gs ))
1.0: LowSat(gt ) ← (w; HighSat(gs ))
1.0: HighSat(gt ) ← (w; LowSat(gs ))
1.0: LowSat(gt ) ← (w; LowSat(gs ))

satisfaction implies gt satisfaction with degree w
satisfaction implies gt denial with degree w
denial implies gt satisfaction with degree w
denial implies gt denial with degree w

following wf-rules will be generated:

˜ (1.0; HighSat(C3 ) )
1.0 : HighSat(C1 ) ← (1.0; HighSat(C2 ) )∧
˜ (1.0; HighSat(C4 ) )∧
˜ (1.0; HighSat(C5 ) )
∧
1.0 : LowSat(C1 ) ← (1.0; LowSat(C2 ) )
1.0 : LowSat(C1 ) ← (1.0; LowSat(C3 ) )
1.0 : LowSat(C1 ) ← (1.0; LowSat(C4 ) )
1.0 : LowSat(C1 ) ← (1.0; LowSat(C5 ) )
The generated wf-rules are then combined with the previously
generated CNF expression to produce the required conditional wfrules (lines 4–6).
However, some child nodes in decomposition rules may be conditional and hence may not be present in the run-time view of the
SEB model, yet they appear in the generated rules, e.g. nodes C4
and C5 in the previous wf-rules.
Let us assume that the active context does not contain condition u1 which implies that goal C5 does not exist in the run-time
view of the SEB. Also every wf-rule that can be used to deduct
the truth value of C5 will not be active as the corresponding CNF
expression will contain the clause u1 which will be false. Hence,
as the truth value of HighSat(C5) and LowSat(C5) will be used for
the deduction of HighSat(C1) and LowSat(C1), we must ensure that
HighSat(C5) and LowSat(C5) are set to values that will not affect
the value calculated for C1 when applying the reasoning.
To overcome this problem, we iterate over each goal g in the
model and if the goal is a conditional one (line 9) we add two conditional fuzzy facts to the set of conditional wf-rules (set CondRB),
only if the goal node is a child node of an AND/OR-decomposition
rule (lines 10 and 15). In case g is a child of an AND-decomposition
we add the fuzzy facts (lines 12 and 13):

be no node that appears as a child node to both AND and OR decomposition gm-rules.
7.2. Rule-base determination and fuzziﬁcation
Rule-base determination step includes the evaluation of the CNF
formulas related to each conditional wf-rule generated in the previous step, taking into account the active context. On the other
hand, fuzziﬁcation process which is a standard process in fuzzy
reasoners, involves the transformation of the observable characteristics to fuzzy facts with the help of one membership function for each fuzzy atom, i.e. LowSat and HighSat. In this paper,
LowSat(g)/HighSat(g) membership value corresponds to the truth
value of the statement “Goal g is poorly/highly satisﬁed”, and the
membership functions for the two atoms depend on whether g is
a crisp or a fuzzy goal.
More speciﬁcally, given a crisp goal gc with a satisfaction degree s equals to 100% (gc is true) or 0% (gc is false), we deﬁne the
membership values wL and wH for LowSat(gc ) and HighSat(gc ) respectively by utilizing the following membership functions:

wL ( s ) =

1,
0,

s=0
s = 0

0.0 : HighSat(g) ← (1.0; t ) and 1.0 : LowSat(g) ← (1.0; t )
These fuzzy facts will be part of the rule base only if formula
¬CNF(Cond (g)) is true (lines 11 and 16), where :

CNF({a1 , a2 , . . . an } ) = a1 ∨ a2 ∨ . . . ∨ an
that is equal to u1 for node C3. This implies that the fuzzy facts
participate in the rule base only if node g does not exist in the
model, and hence all wf-rules that can be used to deduct its value
are not present in the rule base. This is the reason for explicitly
assigning values to HighSat(g) and LowSat(g).
Finally, as the type of decomposition rule differentiates the conditional fuzzy facts added to the conditional rule base, by adding
the pseudonodes in phase 1 we ensure that in phase 2 there will

0,
1,

s = 100
s = 100

(11)

In contrast, given a fuzzy goal gf with a satisfaction degree
equal to s, we calculate the membership values wL and wH for
LowSat(gf ) and HighSat(gf ) respectively by utilizing the following
membership functions illustrated in Fig. 7:



s ≤ aL
aL ≤ s ≤ bL
bL ≤ s

1,

wL ( s; aL , bL ) =

bL −s
,
bL −aL

0,

1.0 : HighSat(g) ← (1.0; t ) and 0.0 : LowSat(g) ← (1.0; t )
while if g is a child of an OR-decomposition we add the fuzzy facts
(lines 17-18):

wH ( s ) =



0,

wH ( s; aH , bH ) =

s−bH
aH −bH

1,

,

s ≤ bH
bH ≤ s ≤ aH
aH ≤ s

(12)

(13)

where aH , aL , bH and bL are parameters of the framework which
must be set before the analysis, and allow for the deﬁnition of the
two fuzzy predicates according to the needs of the application.
To sum up, for each characteristic with a satisfaction degree s
two fuzzy facts will be generated:

wH : HighSat( p) ← (1.0; t ) and wL : LowSat( p) ← (1.0; t )
with wH and wL given by Eq. (11) for crisp goals, and Eqs.
(12) and (13) for fuzzy ones. By using the two fuzzy predicates
(LowSat/HighSat) we enable the use of fuzzy reasoning, utilizing
at the same time the semantics that normally apply to goal models given in the form of wf-rules in Table 2. Nevertheless, this is
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Fig. 7. LowSat/HighSat membership functions for fuzzy goals.

Fig. 8. Defuzziﬁcation example (aL = 30, bL = 75, bH = 40, aH = 60, VL = 0.7, VH = 0.9).

not the only combination of fuzzy predicates that can be used, we
can rather deﬁne membership functions for additional predicates
(e.g. MediumSat), which however will require more complicated
wf-rules, resulting thus in a more complex analysis.
7.3. Inference
The reasoner introduced in [14] is used as the inference mechanism of the proposed framework. The rule-base, and the fuzzy
facts generated through the fuzziﬁcation process (i.e wH and wL
membership values for each leaf node) are utilized by the reasoner
in order to deduct truth values for HighSat and LowSat fuzzy predicated for all system goals. The HighSat and LowSat values calculated for each fuzzy or crisp root node can then be combined into
a quantiﬁable result, i.e. satisfaction degree, by applying a proper
defuzziﬁcation process.
7.4. Defuzziﬁcation
The defuzziﬁcation process used for each system goal depends
on the type of the goal. For crisp system goals we apply a quite
straightforward defuzziﬁcation by classifying system goals with
LowSat = 1.0 and HighSat = 0.0 as false (0% satisfaction degree),
and system goals with LowSat = 0.0 and HighSat = 1.0 as true
(100% satisfaction degree). In case LowSat and HighSat values are
both 1.0 and 0.0 for a system goal, then no conclusion can be
drawn for this goal (i.e. its value is unknown). As for values in the

interval (0,1), it is not actually possible for crisp goals to receive
such partial values due to the constrains of Table 1, which implies
that all rules with a crisp consequent have crisp antecedent and
weight equal to 1.
In contrast, for fuzzy system goals a more complex defuzziﬁcation process is utilized, namely centroid defuzziﬁcation, which is
one of the most commonly used defuzziﬁcation techniques [30].
The Centroid defuzziﬁcation method calculates the center of ”gravity” for the area under the combined membership function. The x
coordinate of the centroid is the defuzziﬁed value.
As an example, consider the membership functions depicted in
Fig. 8 for which aL = 30, bL = 75, bH = 40, aH = 60. Given that
LowSat and HighSat values calculated for a root goal are VL = 0.7
and VH = 0.9 respectively, the defuzzied value is the centroid xcoordinate (Cx ) for the shaded area of the ﬁgure. The area is a nonself-intersecting closed polygon deﬁned by the sequence A0, . . . ,
A6 of vertices, hence we use Eq. (8) to compute the defuzziﬁed
value of the fuzzy goal which in this case is Cx = 53.17 %.
Depending on the parameters of the membership functions and
on the LowSat and HighSat values calculated for a fuzzy system
goal, the area under the combined membership function may have
various forms. In all cases however, this area consists of non-selfintersecting closed polygons, allowing for the use of Eqs. (8) and
(9).
Finally, defuzziﬁcation is also used to calculate the initial value
that should be assigned to fuzzy leaf nodes that either are not
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Table 3
Reasoning results for the SEB illustrated in Fig. 4.
Input values
Seq.
1
2
3
4
5

Active context
{u3 , }
{u1 , u3 , }
{u1 , u2 , u3 , }
{u1 , u2 , u3 , }
{u1 , u2 , u3 , }

Output values
A5 (%)
50
50
50
50
50

A6 (%)
30
30
30
30
70

B2
F
F
F
T
T

measurable or its satisfaction degree cannot be calculated from
the characteristics collected from the running system. More specifically, we calculate the defuzziﬁed value for the extreme case in
which LowSat(g)=1 and HighSat(g)=1. We denote this value as Vu ,
and assign it to all fuzzy leaf nodes with an unknown initial value.
More details on Vu will be presented in Section 9.3.
8. Lab experiment
As a proof of concept we developed a prototype of the ReqRV
inference engine, and a simulator for a data management application1 which uses the SEB model of Fig. 5. We designed the SEB
model using Eclipse ecore tools, and we applied model to model
and model to text transformation techniques to generate the conditional wf-rules. The parameters of the membership functions
were set to aL =5, bL =55, aH =95 and bH =45, resulting in symmetrical membership functions for HighSat and LowSat, in order not to
enhance any fuzzy predicate over the other. For the selected parameters the value of Vu used as the initial value for unknown
fuzzy leaf nodes is equal to 50%. More details on parameters selection will be presented in Section 9.3.
The simulator generated a sequence of truth values (i.e. satisfaction degrees) for leaf nodes B2, B3, C2, C3, C4, C5, and A6 of
the SEB depicted in Fig. 5. The remaining leaf node, i.e. node A5, is
considered to be unknown (i.e. 50% satisfaction degree). Also, for
each sequence a different active context is applied. For each combination of leaf node values and context we calculate the satisfaction degrees for the three root goals, A1, B1 and C1. A subset of the
generated sequences that we think better illustrates how the calculated satisfaction degrees change as a consequence of alterations
in the truth values of the leaf nodes and in the active contexts are
presented in Table 3. For each sequence, Table 3 contains the values assigned to all leaf nodes (i.e. Input Values), the active context
used, and the calculated satisfaction degrees for the root nodes (i.e.
Output Values).
Initially (Seq. 1), neither of C5 and C4 are present in the model
as conditions u1 and u2 are not in the active context. However,
the AND-decomposed root goal C1 is satisﬁed, as the remaining
two child nodes that exist in the run-time view are true. Additionally, the OR-decomposed root goal B1 is also satisﬁed as one
of its child nodes (node B3) is true. Regarding the fuzzy nodes of
the example, A5 satisfaction degree is equal to 50% (LowSat(A5) =
0.1, HighSat(A5) = 0.1) and A6 satisfaction degree is equal to 30%
(LowSat(A6) = 0.5, HighSat(A6) = 0.0). As A4 is OR-decomposed to
nodes A5 and A6, the following rules will be used for its membership degrees calculation:

˜ (1.0; LowSat(A6 ) )
1.0 : LowSat(A4 ) ← (1.0; LowSat(A5 ) )∧
1.0 : HighSat(A4 ) ← (1.0; HighSat(A5 ) )
1.0 : HighSat(A4 ) ← (1.0; HighSat(A6 ) )
resulting in LowSat(A4) = prod (0.1, 0.5) = 0.05, and HighSat(A4) =
⊥sum (0.1, 0.0) = 0 (see Eqs. (5) and (4)). In turn, the membership
1

The application and example input ﬁles can be downloaded from http://www.
softlab.ntua.gr/∼gechatz/seb/

B3
T
T
T
T
T

C2
T
T
T
T
T

C3
T
T
T
T
T

C4
–
–
F
F
F

C5
–
T
T
F
F

A1 (%)
19.3
18.7
18.7
73.9
79.8

B1
T
T
T
T
T

C1
T
T
F
F
F

degrees of the AND-decomposed A1 fuzzy root node are calculated
by the following rules:

˜ (1.0; HighSat(A3 ) )
1.0 : HighSat(A1 ) ← (1.0; HighSat(A2 ) )∧
˜ (1.0; HighSat(A4 ) )
∧
1.0 : LowSat(A1 ) ← (1.0; LowSat(A2 ) )
1.0 : LowSat(A1 ) ← (1.0; LowSat(A3 ) )
1.0 : LowSat(A1 ) ← (1.0; LowSat(A4 ) )
resulting in LowSat(A1) = ⊥sum (0.0, 0.8, 0.05) = 0.81, as
LowSat(A3)=0.8 because of the DP contribution link from B2
and LowSat(A4)=0.05, and HighSat(A1)= prod (1.0, 0.0, 0.0)=0, as
HighSat(A2)=1.0 because of the SP contribution link from B3. By
combining the membership degrees of node A1 we calculate an
overall satisfaction degree 19.3%.
Consequently (Seq. 2 and 3), nodes C5 and C4 are gradually
added in the model as conditions u1 and u2 become true. In
both cases, the calculated satisfaction degree for A1 changes only
slightly from the previous case as a consequence of the addition
of node C5 in the model which is true. The SN contribution from
C5 to A4 results in the increase of LowSat(A4) from 0.05 to 0.715,
which increases LowSat(A1) from 0.81 to 0.943, and decreases the
overall satisfaction degree for A1 to 18.7%. Additionally, in Seq. 3
C1 becomes false as C4, which is now part of the model, is false.
Finally, when B2 changes from false to true (Seq. 4), the satisfaction degree of A1 changes to 73.9% as B2 contributes positively
A3, which is a child node of A1. Similarly, when the value of A6
is increased to 70% (LowSat(A6) = 0.0, HighSat(A6) = 0.5) in the
next sequence (Seq. 5), the satisfaction degree of A1 is increased
to 79.8%
9. Experiments and discussion
The performance of the proposed framework is evaluated by
a series of experiments with randomly generated SEB models of
varying size and complexity.
More speciﬁcally, we evaluate the proposed framework with respect to execution time and amount of memory required for models of different sizes in order to prove that time and memory requirements remain low even for large models, enabling thus its
application to large models at run-time. Subsequently, we investigate the effect of membership function parameters to the reasoning process and give guidelines for selecting their values. Furthermore, we evaluate the sensitivity of the results to the weights assigned to contributions and prove that reasoning is stable to small
variations of the weights.
9.1. Experiment setting
For the purposes of experimentation, we have designed a driver,
which given certain parameters produces a randomly generated
SEB model. Subsequently, we generated models with the following
conﬁgurations:
• minimum total goal nodes in the model: 40–10 0 0, with an interval of 20 nodes
• maximum number of child nodes per node: 4, 8, 12 ,16, 20
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Fig. 9. Generated SEB models classiﬁcation according to total number of edges and percentage of contribution links.

• AND vs. OR decomposition ratio: 1
• fuzzy vs. crisp number of nodes ratio: 1
• percentage of contribution links in the model: 5% , 10%, 20%,
50%
• contribution type (SP , SN , DP , DP ) probability: 25 % per type
and also produced an initial assignment for the leaf nodes of
each model, so as to produce the fuzzy facts required as input to
the inference engine.
9800 models were generated in total, which were separated in
23 groups according to their total number of edges. We used the
total number of edges in the SEB as the index for the complexity
of the model, as edges (i.e. contribution and decomposition links)
describe dependencies between nodes of the model, and hence add
wf-rules to the rule-base, increasing thus its size.
Groups were further divided in 4 sub-groups according to the
percentage of edges that correspond to contribution links. The
number of models belonging to each group and sub-group are illustrated in Fig. 9. In particular, the ﬁrst group (i.e. the ﬁrst bar in
the chart) contains all models that have a total number of edges in
the interval [25, 85]. Each group is represented from the midpoint
of the corresponding interval, e.g. for the ﬁrst group the midpoint
is 55. From the 441 models that belong to this group, 130 have 5%
contribution links, 130 have 10% contribution links, 138 have 20%
contribution links, and ﬁnally 43 have 50% contribution links.
Fig. 9 depicts that the distribution of models in the various
groups are almost identical for the ﬁrst 17 of them, while only a
small fraction of the models fall into the last 6 groups. Hence, we
only use the models that belong to the ﬁrst 17 groups to evaluate
the performance of the proposed framework.
9.2. Scalability
We generated the wf-rules for each SEB model that fall in one
of the ﬁrst 17 groups depicted in Fig. 9, we ran the reasoning process for each generated model, and measured a) the memory used
by the reasoner, and b) the time required for the reasoning to
complete.

The memory required for the reasoning increases linearly to the
size of the models, with a value equal to 125KB for models with a
mean number of edges equal to 55, and a value equal to 4MB for
models with a mean number of edges equal to 1015.
In contrast, time has a polynomial growth rate with respect to
the number of edges as this is illustrated in Fig. 10. For models
of the same number of edges, as the percentage of contribution
edges increases the time required to complete the reasoning increases to. This fact implies that the addition of contribution links
increases the complexity of the rule base used by the inference engine. In any case however, time and memory requirements remain
low even for large models.
9.3. Effect of membership function parameters
In this section we investigate the effect of aL , bL , bH , aH parameters to the values computed via the defuzziﬁcation method
described in Section 7.4. More speciﬁcally, we investigate how the
values of the parameters inﬂuence the satisfaction degree that will
be used to represent the unknown case, and also the values that
will represent satisﬁed/dissatisﬁed goals.
As discussed in Section 7.4 the values of the four parameters
aL , bL , bH , aH determine the area under each membership function (Fig. 8), which is used to compute the centroid x-coordinate
value Cx , given the values for LowSat(g) and HighSat(g) for a goal g.
To evaluate the effect different membership functions (i.e. the parameters) have on the obtained results, we consider four indicative
classes of membership functions as depicted in Fig. 11. For each
membership function in Fig. 11, we compute the resulting defuzziﬁed satisfaction degrees for various pairs of LowSat and HighSat
values. The results are illustrated in Fig. 12, where each subﬁgure depicts the defuzziﬁed satisfaction degree for the corresponding membership functions (e.g. Fig. 12(a) depicts the results for
Fig. 11(a)).
Let us consider the Cx value (i.e the satisfaction degree) calculated for the following three extreme cases: a) LowSat(g) = 0 and
HighSat(g) = 1 (fully satisﬁed) denoted as Vs ; b) LowSat(g) = 1
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Fig. 10. Time required for reasoning to complete vs. the total number of edges in the SEB model.

Fig. 11. Four indicative classes of membership functions.

and HighSat(g) = 1 (unknown) denoted as Vu ; and c) LowSat(g) =
1 and HighSat(g) = 0 (fully denied) denoted as Vd .
The values of Vs , Vu and Vd are the z-coordinates of the points
Ps , Pu and Pd respectively, depicted in Fig. 12. These values deﬁne
two intervals in the z-axis (i.e. in the “Defuz. Value” space), namely
interval [Vd , Vu ), and interval (Vu , Vs ]. Goals with a satisfaction degree in the interval [Vd , Vu ) are goals that are not satisﬁed, while
goals with satisfaction degrees in the interval (Vu , Vs ] are satis-

ﬁed. Once the intervals are deﬁned, sub-intervals can be chosen
to represent classes of denial or satisfaction (e.g. “Highly Denied”,
“Highly Satisﬁed”) according to the needs of the analysis. Hence,
the values of the four parameters essentially deﬁne the lengths of
the two intervals [Vd , Vu ), and (Vu , Vs ], and also the ability to deﬁne subclasses within the intervals, if required.
When the area under the LowSat membership function is approximately equal to the one under HighSat membership function
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Fig. 12. Satisfaction degrees calculated via defuzziﬁcation for the membership functions of Fig. 10.

(Fig. 11(b) and (c)) the value for Vu is approximately equal to 50 %
(Fig. 12(b) and (c)). When the area under HighSat is greater than
the one under LowSat (Fig. 11(a)) the satisfaction degree calculated
tends to increase and diverge from 50% (Vu = 57% in Fig. 12(a)). In
contrast, i.e. when the area under LowSat is greater than the one
under HighSat (Fig. 11(d)), the satisfaction degree calculated tends
to decrease and diverge from 50% (Vu = 41% in Fig. 12(a))
Furthermore, a small area under LowSat membership function
has as a consequence the increase of the length of the interval [Vd ,
Vu ) as it decreases the value of Vd . For example, Vd = 10% for Fig.
11(a) and (c), while Vd = 26% for Fig. 11(b) and (d). In a similar
manner, the smaller the area under HighSat the larger the value
of Vs , and hence the larger the length of the interval (Vu , Vs ]. For
example, Vs = 92% for Fig. 11(c) and (d), while Vs = 73% for Fig.
11(a) and (b).
9.4. Stability
To exhibit that the proposed reasoning is stable with respect to
reasonable variations of the weights on contribution links a modeler may introduce due to subjectivity on deﬁning such weights,
we conducted a series of experiments on how results are affected,
when weights for a fraction of the contribution links are altered.
We utilized 16 binary trees of various sizes and then randomly
selected a subset of the nodes that would be the target of a number of SP contribution links. The number of contribution links
added to a given model was the 50% of the total number of edges
in that model, and the weight were randomly selected in the interval2 [0.0, 0.625]. For each contribution added in the model, a
source node was also added with an initial value set to true (HighSat = 1.0, LowSat = 0.0), while the initial values of all leaf nodes
of the model were set to false, so as to record only the changes
caused by the alterations of the weights assigned to contributions.
For each case, we modiﬁed the 10%, 20% and 50% of the weights

2
The upper limit was set to 0.625 in order to ensure that when weights are
changed to +60% of the initial value winit , the new weight will still be less than or
equal to 1 (1.6winit ≤ 1⇒winit ≤ 1/1.6⇒winit ≤ 0.625)

to the ± 10%, ± 20%, ± 40% and ± 60% of the initial value, and
recorder the normalized percentage change of the value calculated
for the HighSat node predicate.
From the results depicted in Fig. 13 we can notice that the
growth rate of % Normalized Result Change is smaller in “10%
Weight Value Change” than the one in “60% Weight Change” case.
For example, when the value of the 20% of the weights is changed
by 10% (point B in Fig. 13) the % Normalized Result Change increases to 3% from 2.61% which is the corresponding value when
the 10% of the weights is changed by 10% (point A in Fig. 13), resulting in a 0.40% increase. In contrast, for the “60% Weight Value
Change” case, the corresponding increase (increase between points
D and C in Fig. 13) is approximately equal to 3%. Hence, the smaller
the % Weight Value Change, the smaller the growth rate of the %
Normalized Result Change.
Additionally, in all four cases the % Normalized Result Change,
which is an index of how fast the results computed via the reasoner are altered vs the % of Weights Affected, is modiﬁed linearly to the % of Weights Affected. Hence, the calculated results
are modiﬁed in a stable manner as the % of Weights Affected
increases.
9.5. Threats to validity and discussion
There are two threats to the validity of the proposed method,
namely the size of the models, and the contribution links’ weights
elicitation. The former is related to how goal models with many
edges and nodes, like the ones used in the evaluation of the framework, are composed and maintained. In this paper we take the
view that stakeholders cannot only deﬁne custom models, but they
can also use predeﬁned ones from repositories, created from experts or extracted utilizing text mining techniques from speciﬁcations and policy documents [31]. Using such repositories composite
goal models of varying size and complexity can be created.
Additionally, even though in qualitative reasoning, label propagation becomes rapidly inconclusive as we move up in the softgoal reﬁnement tree [32], a common problem encountered to almost every quantitative reasoning approach is how weights are
assigned to contribution links. This problem, and whether it is
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Fig. 13. % normalized result change vs. % of weights altered by ± 10%, ± 20%, ± 40% and ± 60% of the initial value.

easier to comprehend qualitative rather than quantitative labels is
the subject of [13,33], where authors present results which verify
that the use of numerical values increases the comprehension of
the models even for non-experts, and they also propose an elicitation method.
Furthermore, the fuzzy reasoner utilized by the framework allows for weights in wf-rules to be calculated through a training
process. This process can also be used in our case to elicit the
weights in wf-rules generated from the goal model. Given the wfrules, and a data set that contains for various contexts valid combinations of HighSat and LowSat membership degrees for the goals
appear in the rules, i.e. both leaf and internal nodes, we can extract numerical values for the unknown weights. This training process for weighted fuzzy rules is described in detail in [14, p. 114],
where authors deﬁne the problem of weighted fuzzy logic programs adaptation as an optimization problem aiming to determine
the fuzzy atom weights of a set of wf-rules.
Moreover, the reasoning process presented in this paper can
be applied even if some of the leaf nodes are nonmeasurable, by
considering them as being unknown. However, the percentage of
nodes that are unknown, and are used as input to the reasoner
should be taken into account when reviewing the inferred satisfaction degrees, as a high percentage of unknown leaf nodes will
tend to produce results of low trust.
Finally, because of the conditional elements, models may contain composite goals without child nodes (i.e. all child nodes are
related to conditions that are false), which result in “incomplete”
models. While these cases can be handled by the proposed framework by considering the composite goals as being unknown, we
assume that models are “complete” and focus on the fuzzy reasoning technique.
Comparison to probabilistic approaches: probabilistic approaches
like [4] are not equivalent to fuzzy ones but rather complementary as the former serves the purposes of elicitation rather than
estimation [34]. Additionally, there are some key aspects of fuzzy
logic, mainly related to expressiveness and interpretation of the results [34,35], that make fuzzy approaches more appropriate for: a)
modeling vagueness of human reasoning and expertise as opposed
to uncertainty; and b) denoting problems where an event has actually occurred (i.e. probability of the event is one) but we are vague
on how this impacts higher level nodes, as opposed to problems
where we have to assume the probability of occurrence of an event
and how this probability affects the probability of satisfaction of
the parent nodes.

This difference is important for modeling and reasoning purposes as in the case of probabilistic approaches the focus in on the
uncertainty of events, while in our approach the focus is on the
vagueness of how an already observed event affects system goals.
Membership functions: selecting the most appropriate membership functions is one of the most important problems of fuzzy
controllers development. While there are some general guidelines
proposed in the literature, and methods have been proposed for
the elicitation of membership functions using genetic algorithms
[36], membership function selection is mainly based on domain
expertise and results interpretation needs [23]. We give some general guidelines regarding the membership function parameters in
Section 9.3, however the proposed approach is not bound to the
membership functions depicted in Fig. 7, and the same technique
applies also to sigmoidal or trapezoidal-shaped ones. We only have
to substitute Eqs. (8) and (7) with the equivalent formulas with integrals if the area under the combined membership function cannot be divided into a set of non-self-intersecting closed polygons.
Fuzzy operators: as it is depicted in Fig. 2 the reasoning proprod
cess depends on the fuzzy operators w ,···w Eq. (5) and ⊥sum
1

n

Eq. (4). However, these are not the only operators supported by
prod
the reasoner. In contrast, instead of operator w ,···w operators
1

n

drastic
luk
w ,···wn (Łukasiewicz t-norm) and w ,···wn (drastic t-norm) de1

1

ﬁned in [14] can be used. All three operators produce results that
do not change dramatically for small variations of the weights as it
is shown in [14, p. 112], and hence provide results which are stable
to variations of the weights. Furthermore, in addition to operator
⊥sum operators ⊥max (maximum s-norm) and ⊥luk (Łukasiewicz snorm) can also be used in the analysis. The ability to select the
operators provides an additional extension point of the proposed
framework.
10. Related work
Approaches that utilize goal models for run-time analysis and
adaptive software include [37] where the distinction between
Design-time and Run-time Goal Models is made, [38] which proposes a set of extensions for the Tropos methodology related to
failures and environment modeling, [39,40] where the notions of
awareness (AwReqs) and evolution (EvoReqs) requirements are introduced as meta-requirements allowing to model requirements
adaptation at run-time, and [21] that provides a general overview
of how fuzzy goals can be handled as run-time abstractions. Also,
authors in [41] use goal models for run-time analysis, however
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in this case goal models are used as a mean to implement selfreconﬁgurable socio-technical systems, and authors apply a qualitative analysis in contrast to the quantitative analysis used in the
proposed approach.
Furthermore, reasoning on goal models has been extensively
studied in the literature mainly as a mean to detect contradictions
or evaluate alternatives [42,43]. In [44] authors introduce a method
for compliance veriﬁcation for security requirements, expressed in
FOL over secure Tropos models, using Datalog to check for contradictory requirements. Additionally, in [45] goal models with integer
weights on nodes are used to describe tasks, while in [46] a genetic algorithm is introduced for run-time reasoning. The reasoning applied in this case provides a top-down analysis of the goal
model, just like in [47] where authors aim at detecting inconsistencies and conﬂicts in contextual goal models, or [48] where authors
apply the even swaps multi-criteria decision analysis method to
determine the best solution among alternatives. A reasoning technique about contextual goal models is the subject in [11], where
the idea of contextual goal models is introduced as a way to relate goals with context, and authors propose a design time reasoning technique in order to extract the combination of requirements that will be valid (i.e. there will be no contradictions), and
will ensure the minimum cost for the system under development.
A limitation of these approaches is that they can neither denote
and handle non-functional requirements nor perform quantitative
reasoning, as opposed to the inference mechanism utilized by the
proposed framework.
A quite similar method to the proposed one that also performs
quantitative reasoning over AND/OR goal trees is introduced in
[4]. However, there are some key differences between the two approaches. First and foremost, authors in [4] propose a probabilistic reasoning process which outputs two distinct probabilities for
each goal, one for the goal to be satisﬁed, and a second probability for it to be denied. However, those two values are not combined to a single quantitative result as is the case for our approach.
Moreover, while weights on contribution links are used in both approaches, the semantics differ. In [4] the weight of a SP contribution is deﬁned as the conditional probability of the target node to
be satisﬁed given that the source node is satisﬁed, while in the
present approach the weight is the measure of increased belief in
target satisfaction when the source node is satisﬁed. By comparing the results between [4] and our approach for the example goal
model given in [4]3 we notice that in terms of values the results
were very similar due to the fact that the formulae used to propagate the values are based on probabilistic sum s-norm and product t-norm which are the same equations used for fuzzy reasoning.
However, their interpretation is different in [4] as they correspond
to probabilities and not to truth values as in our approach. Furthermore, our framework can handle conditional contributions and is
quite ﬂexible as described in Section 9.5 allowing the use of various t-norms.
Another approach that uses quantitative reasoning over goal
trees is the one presented in [49], where goal trees are utilized
to describe software project management metrics, and an MLN
reasoner is used to calculate the probabilities of root goals to be
satisﬁed. A probabilistic framework is also introduced in [50] for
the calculation of obstacles’ probabilities that can result in certain goals’ failure. Knowing these probabilities allows for the selection of an appropriate alternative countermeasure. Furthermore, a
method that can assist decision making among alternatives is also
presented in [51], where both qualitative and probabilistic goal reasoning techniques are applied to Business Intelligence Models, and
also in [52] where goal trees are transformed to Dynamic Decision

3

Results are listed in http://www.softlab.ntua.gr/∼gechatz/seb/
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Networks (DDNs) allowing thus a probabilistic reasoning against
goals models. Probabilistic reasoning applies to these cases is quite
different from the reasoning applied in this paper, as we are interested in the satisfaction degree of a goal rather than its probability
to be satisﬁed.
Additionally, Tanabe et al. in [53] introduce a technique for
quantitative reasoning over goal trees with contribution values attached to the edges. Reasoning in this case aims at determining
a total impact degree that expresses the inﬂuence of the deletion/addition of an element to the goal graph. The computation is
based on a top-down analysis, however the technique cannot be
applied to the ReqRV problem, where the nature of the problem
demands a bottom-up approach as we already know the values for
some of the leafs and the question is to what extend the roots are
satisﬁed.
Quantitative goal models are also studied in [54] in order to
evaluate alternative design decisions expressed in the KAOS goal
modeling language which is a different problem from the one studied in this paper. A signiﬁcant difference is that in [54] goals are
annotated with objective functions and quality variables, with the
former being utilized for the evaluation of the satisfaction degree
of each goal according to the values of the latter. By deﬁning speciﬁc probability distributions for the quality variables, a stochastic
simulation can be used in order to compute the values of the objective functions for each alternative and subsequently select the
one with the highest score.
11. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we presented an approach that utilizes conditional weighted goal models to denote system goals related to requirements that should hold in the running system. The choice of
goal models as the modeling notation for the proposed framework
is based on the fact that it is a notation extensively used in requirements engineering to represent functional and non-functional
requirements. Additionally, its well deﬁned semantics enable the
development of an automated algorithmic transformation process
for generating conditional wf-rules from conditional and weighted
goal models. These rules, in combination with facts representing
observed or monitored system data, form a knowledge base that
can be used by a fuzzy reasoner to calculate the satisfaction degrees for system goals when the system is altered or adapted.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed framework we conducted a series of experiments with randomly generated models of varying size and complexity. Using these models we evaluated the application of the proposed method with respect to execution time and amount of memory required for models of different sizes. The experimental results indicate that the
amount of time required for the reasoning to complete remains
small even for large models, and hence the proposed framework
can be utilized at run-time. Furthermore, we evaluated the sensitivity of the results calculated from the proposed inference engine
to the weights assigned to contributions and have shown that the
reasoning process is stable with respect to small variations of the
contribution link weights provided by the system analysts.
Finally, the work presented in this paper can be extended in
a number of possible directions. One direction is to investigate the
application of clustering techniques in order to compute collections
of mutually independent sets of goal model nodes, which can be
evaluated separately. This approach can be used to parallelize the
goal model evaluation process, maximizing thus the overall performance of the proposed system. Additionally, by identifying independent sets of goal model parts, it would be feasible to run
the reasoning only for parts of the model that are affected by the
changes occurred, instead of applying the reasoning to the entire
model, even for parts that remain unchanged. Another direction is
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to consider different reasoning strategies applied to the crisp and
the fuzzy parts of the model. For the crisp parts, a ﬁrst order logic
reasoner may suﬃce, while in the fuzzy parts a fuzzy reasoner can
be used. This has also the potential to enhance the overall reasoning performance. A fourth direction would be to investigate further extensions on the goal modeling notation in order to include
pre/post condition dependencies and temporal dependencies between goal model nodes. These extensions may be proven useful
for enhancing the expressiveness of the modeling notation. Finally
a ﬁfth direction would be to annotate goals with actions, the execution of which can help towards goals’ satisfaction. When goals
failures are detected by the proposed framework, actions related to
goals could be used to build a remediation plan that could be applied to the system in order to satisfy currently dissatisﬁed system
goals.
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